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GENERAL MEETING. 
The sixth ordinary general meeting of the Session 1907 was 

held at the Institute Rooms, 57-59 Swanston-street, Melbourne, 
on Tuesday evening, 22nd October, 1907. There was a some-
what small attendance of members, but a goodly number of stu-
dents and visitors. The Vice-President, Edward A. Bates, oc-
cupied the chair. An apology for non-attendance was forwarded 
by Percy Oakden (V.P.). 

fINnutes. 
The minutes of the meeting held on 24th September were 

read by 'the Hon. Secretary, John Little (1-), and duly confirmed. 

Corresponbence. 
ACTING PRIME MINISTER (Sir William Lyne, addressed to 

the Hon. W. Knox) stating in reply to the question asked in 
the House of Representatives by Mr. Knox, upon the suggestion 
of the President of the Inst. of Architects of N.S.W. (Mr. Harry 
C. Kent) which was backed up by the R.V.I.A., concerning the 
preparation of competitive designs for new Commonwealth Offices 
in London—"That the matter of the London site was not suffi-

ciently advanced at present to deal definitely with the matter." 



General Meeting. 

His idea, however, was "to allow competition amongst Australian 

Architects, but he could not say more than this at present." 

HARRY C. KENT, President of the Institute of Architects, 

N.S.W.—thanking the R.V.I.A. for endorsing his suggestion (as 

above) and expressing the hope that good might come to the 

profession as the result. (Received.) 

VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS, expressing sympathy 

with the R.V.I.A. in the loss sustained by the death of the late 

President (Mr. Francis J. Smart). 	(Received, and to be ack- 

nowledged). 
JOINT Rooms COMMITTEE. A letter of similar purport. (Re-

ceived, and to be acknowledged.) 
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS OF CANADA, intimating the forma-

tion of this National Institute, the headquarters for which were 

at Montreal, the Secretary being Mr. Alcide Chausse. 	The 

report of the Proceedings of the first Annual Convention would 

soon be forwarded. The R.V.I.A. was asked to forward the 

"Journal of Proceedings," and the Canadian Institute would 

reciprocate. (Fraternal greetings were directed to be sent to the 

newly-formed Institute. "The Proceedings" to be regularly 

forwarded.) 

1Report6 anb 3ournats 7Receívcb from 7kiubreb 
3n3títutes, with tbanks. 

R.I.B.A.—Journal, Vol. IV., Second Quarterly Part, Nos. 
6 to Io, 1907. 

Architectural Association.—Journal, Sept., 1907. 

Wochenschrift des Architeckten--Vereins Zu Berlin (week-

ly)—June 1st to Sept. 14th, 1907. 

Societa Degli Ingegneri e Degli Architetti Italiano—Annali, 
Anno XXII., No. S. 

L'Architecture Italiana (monthly)—Anno II., Sept., 1907. 
Arquitectura—Organo de la Sociedad Central de Arquitectos 

Buenos Aires, April and May, 1907. 
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General lllJeet[ttg. 

ilomínatíon. 
Charles H. Summers, of Wangaratta, was nominated for 

Associateship. 

Election. 
John A. B. Koch (F) and W. A. M. Blackett (F), having 

been appointed scrutineers, a ballot was taken in the case of 
Herbert Black, A.R.I.B.A., a candidate for Associateship. 
The candidate was declared to have been unanimously elected. 

bibition of architecture, arts ana Crafts. 
W. A. M. Blackett (F) reported the adoption of conditions 

at a large meeting of members of Committee, held r 5th Oct. He 
detailed the arrangements, and asked for the hearty co-operation 
of all interested. (An advance copy of these conditions was pub-
lished in the July issue of the Proceedings.) 

[ " Glass." 
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"GLASS." 

Paper read by M. W. MONTGOMERY (Stained Glass Artist) at the 
R.V.I.A. on zend October, 1907. 

(The Illustrations exhibited were prepared by the Author. A selection 
of these appears in this issue.) 

MUST plead guilty to having inflicted on several oc-
casions lectures upon various harmless and inoffensive 
bodies, bearing on the subject of glass. 	At other 

times the road I was expected to travel was marked 
out for me by enterprising secretaries, but in this in-
stance your Hon. Secretary has allowed me to "gang 
my ain gate." I propose to use my freedom by treat-
ing not one only, but many of the uses to which 
glass is put, and to give a rough idea of the making of 

this wonderful material. 
In a very old book I have, published in 1699, bearing the 

quaint title of "The Art of Glass," the author starts his preface : 
"The Art of Glass, being one of the most noble and curious of 
all other arts, the wonderfulness of it, both in the simplicity of 
the matter whereof it is made, and in the formation of it; as also 
the various colours it is capable of receiving, appearing so curious 
and entertaining, chiefly engaged my thoughts in the study of 
its principles and to penetrate into the most hidden secrets of 
it." 	Although I cannot pretend to penetrate into the "most 
hidden secrets"—if there are any—yet I can assure you the sub-
ject has engaged a good deal of thought since I promised to 
read this paper. 

Of all the materais which man in his upward progress has 
discovered or invented, scarcely any can be said to rival the 
material known as glass. The word itself has come h, typify 
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something smooth, transparent, bright, brilliant, and clear; "as 
smooth as glass," "as bright as glass," or "as clear as glass," 
are common expressions. It is used in ways more varied and 
for purposes more diverse than any other material. Probably 
its first uses were more decorative than useful, for, in the be-
ginning of things, glass could only be made in comparatively 
small pieces; the large sheet of clear plate is essentially a modern 
product and was undreamt of until comparatively recent times. 
The cheapness and adaptability of this material render it so abso-
lutely necessary to the comfort, convenience, and the scientific 
progress of mankind, that a civilization without it is hardly now 
conceivable—so much does it enter into all our ways and works, 
so much is it an article of daily use, that the wonders of it are 
quite lost in that familiarity which is said to be the progenitor 
of contempt. From the baby's bottle to the lens of the teles-
cope seems a far cry, and what myriad uses for and of glass lie 
in between! Can we, the "heirs of ali the ages," picture to 
ourselves the comfortless conditions of people who lived in houses 
without glass to protect them from wind and rain? How inade-
quate and poor were the panes of horn, mica or shell, which glass 
supersedeI! Rich in tapestries, in marble, in inlay work, in 
vessels of gold and silver they might be—those forefathers of 
ours—but the common window pane, the ordinary glass drinking 
vessel, the glass spectacles, and scores of other things of every-
day use, are of more help and comfort to the ordinary human 
being of to-day than the admired and highly prized treasures 
of bygone days would be. 	A king's ransom could not have 
purchased what any ordinary household of to-day possesses in 
abundance. 

HIS strange and wonderful substance—for if we can 
tear from our eyes the veil which custom, habit, and 
daily use have placed there, and look with fresh, clear 
vision upon it, it must appear so—is made from the 

most unpromising materials. Glass, the brilliant, light reflect- 

[ing 



ing, light transmitting substance, is made from sand—the com-
mercial representative of Silica—soda and chalk, or limestone, 

these are the chief ingredients of window glass; table ware, or 

the so-called flint glass is the result of a mixture of sand, pearl 

ash, lead, borax, arsenic and manganese. 	The transmutation 

of these dull and opaque materials into this bright, brilliant thing 
is more wonderful than anything the alchemists of old ever 
wrought. The Chinese got a fine quality of glass by pounding 

quartz crystals into powder. 
The classification of glass is not easy, for it is made in many 

different forms and to fill many differing requirements, but some 
attempt at order and arrangement may be made by dividing glass 
broadly into hollow and flat ware and sub-dividing these into 

various classes. 
Thus, under the head of "Hollow ware" we may arrange 

Blown Glass, Pressed Glass, Bottle Glass, Blown Glass Tube 

and Lamp Work; while under "Flat ware" we may classify 
Sheet and Crown Glass, Antique and other Glass for Windows, 
and Plate and Optical Glass. It should be remembered that the 
bulb taken up on the end of the blow-pipe and expanded and 
extended by the breath of the glass-blower is the root or begin-
ning of most glass products, both flat and hollow. 

To go minutely into the various processes which have their 
ultimate result in the finished glass would be wearisome and tedi-
ous, but a sketchy or impressionist effect may be gained by a 
short description of the making of one or two different kinds 
of glass. Taking a piece of sheet or ordinary window glass, 
a thing we see every day of our lives and accept—wonderful as 
it really is—without thought or question as we do the air we 
breathe, unless, of course, that air or that glass obtrudes itself 
unpleasantly upon our senses, like foul air, or the cheap Belgian 
glass, so freely used in our houses. We find that this glass is 
a mixture of sand (which contains the silica and forms rather 
more than half the mixture), sulphate of soda, and chalk or 
limestone. Some carbon in the shape of anthracite or charcoal 

(Mass. 142 
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is used to decompose the sulphate, whilst sometimes a little 
manganese and arsenic are introduced. 	Some fifty years ago 
potash instead of sulphate of soda was used, and this alkali, de-
rived from the ashes of sea-weed known as kelp, employed a con-
siderable number of people in the west of Ireland, and on the nor-
thern shores of Scotland in gathering and preparing it. From the 
fact that sea-weed and sand were used in making glass, doubt-
less arose the legend that the discovery of glass was due to cer-
tain mariners, shipwrecked on a coast, lighted a fire to cook their 
food, the heat of the fire melted the sand and fusing it with the 
alkali of the sea-weed, produced a mass of glass. Considering 
the intense heat necessary to the making of glass it is very doubt- 
ful if an ordinary open-air fire could have produced the results 
described). 

The pots in which the glass is melted are very important 
factors in the process, and in England are made from the finest 
Stourbridge clay. 	The English pots are made by hand, the 
workmen building them up with rolls of clay from the inside. 
The bottom of the pot, having to bear a great strain, is very 
thick, being from to to 12 inches through, the thickness gradually 
lessening towards the top. Hand made pots are considered more 
satisfactory than those made by machinery, as is the case in 
France and Belgium. 

But, whether made by hand or by machinery, the pots un-
dergo some months of drying before being used. The old style 
of coal furnace is now little used in England, the improved gas 
furnace of Dr. Siemens having replaced it. When the pots 
are in their places in the furnace, the ingredients, after being 
thoroughly mixed, are shovelled in, filling the pot nearly to the 
brim. 

The actual process of blowing a sheet of glass is very sim-
ple. The workman, after the metal has been cooled from a 
state of fluidity to a treacly condition, dips a long, hollow, iron 
rod, about five feet long, called a blow-pipe, into the mixture, 
gathering a pear-shaped mass at the end. This lump or mass 

[is 
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is placed on a block of wood, called a marver, hollowed so as to 
allow the glass to expand, when blown, to the required diameter. 
Sometimes a metal block is substituted for the wooden one, char-
coal being used to keep the glass from scratches. The workman 
blowing down the pipe expands the glass into a cylindrical form. 
It is then taken back to the furnace and heated in one of the 

openings. In front of the furnace is a pit or well about to feet 
deep; over this is placed a platform on which the glass-blower 
stands and swings his cylinder of glass, blowing through the 
pipe at the same time and gradually lengthening it. That the 
"metal" is uniform in substance and diameter is due to the skill 
of the blower, who continues the process until the g:ass is the 
required length and thickness. In the thinner kinds of glass the 
end of the cylinder is opened by putting it into the mouth of 
the furnace and blowing air into it—the heat expands the air, 
which bursts the metal at the end in the furnace, this being 
the most vulnerable part. The hole thus made is widened by 
turning the cylinder rapidly, with the opening downwards. The 
thicker glass is opened by putting a piece of hot glass to the 
end, causing that part to burst open when blown into. The 
cylinder, after being opened, is laid on a wooden rest and a 
cold piece of iron passed round near its junction with the blow-
pipe. The necessary tension being set up, the cylinder breaks 
away from the pipe. The cap or end of the cylinder is removed 
by passing a thread of hot glass round it, and on the removal 
of this, running a piece of cold iron where the thread touched. 
The cylinder is now split lengthwise by means of a diamond 
attached to a long handle or by passing a red-hot iron along the 
cooling "metal." The glass is next passed into the annealing 
oven, where it lies with the cut side uppermost; the flame of the 
gas-kiln passes over and opens it, and it falls into a sheet. A 
workman called a "flattener" smooths it out with a block of 
wood attached to a long iron. After this the sheet, for it is 

now a sheet of glass, passes on to a cooler part of the kiln. 
In the warehouse the sheets undergo examination—at least 
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they do in an English factory. I doubt, from some of the stuff 
imported, whether foreign sheet is ever looked at from the time 
it leaves the annealing oven until it is packed for Australia. In 
some works the sheets having superficial defects are ground and 
polished and sold as patent plate. 

Ordinary plate glass of everyday use differs from sheet in 
that it is a cast or rolled and not a blown glass. The process 
of mixing and melting is practically the same, but instead of 
the molten "metal" being lifted on the blower's pipe and blown, 
it is poured out on a perfectly smooth flat iron table, and pressed 
down and rolled by a great iron roller until of the required thick-
ness. It is then placed in the annealing oven and left to cool 
or anneal. After cooling it is found that though the table and 
the roller were perfectly smooth, the surface of the glass is all 
uneven; it is, in fact, in the state of the rough rolled plate of 
commerce. This, of course, is a long way from the glass we 
use for mirrors and shop fronts. The next step is to grind and 
polish the plate. The grinding is done by means of clean, sharp 
sand and water rubbed over the plate by machinery. The rough 
and uneven surface is removed by sand, then a course of powdered 
emery stone is applied. After both sides of the glass have been 
thus treated, it is further smoothed down by the application of 
the finer sorts of emery with water, in a machine known as the 
"smoothing" machine. When the plate is thoroughly smoothed 
(the latter part of this process being done by hand), and all the 
rough semi-opaque portions removed, it is taken to the polishing 
room. Here it is bedded in plaster of Paris on a perfectly true 
and level table, which moves slowly under a pair of arms, them- 
selves moving at right angles to the table. 	Upon the arms 
weighted spindles are placed, each having a disc of wood, capped 
with felt, at the end. Rouge or red-oxide and water are rubbed 
over the surface by the mechanical arms until the plate is polished 
on both sides and becomes the clear, brilliant, and colourless 
object through which the eyes of passers-by gaze at the treasures 
in the jeweller's windows. 

[Having 
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Having now very roughly and imperfectly described the 
processes necessary to the production of that beautiful material—

glass, as used to admit light, I should like to take a hasty glance 
at the making of—say—a wine glass. 

The writer previously quoted, in endeavourng to trace the 
origin of the word "glass," says : "Glass is called by that name 
because it is a transparent metal, while other metals are opaque, 
there being only glass that can show what it contains within. 
The name of glass, which the French, Germans and English have 
given it, seems to be taken from its resembling or approaching 
somewhat in its colour to azure or sky-colour. The word glass 
also seems to be derived from its resemblance to ice (from 
glacies) while the fire does much the same thing in glass as 
the frost in the water. Thus all glass looks like frozen water, 
which made a modern author merrily say : "That it made wine 
smile to see itself cherished in the bosom of its most mortal 

enemy." 

UT, to consider the glass, and not its contents— 
Mr. H. J. Powell, in his book, "The Principles 
of Glass Making," says: "In the manufacture of 
a wine glass nearly every principle of glass-blow- 

ing is illustrated. 	The glass for the bowl is 
first gathered, and blown to the required size and 

shape. Upon the centre of the base of the bowl which is still 

attached to the end of the blow-pipe, a small quantity of molten 
glass is skilfully dropped from the end of a working rod. Part 
of the added glass is formed into a small button by the grip 
of the spring tool, and the residue is pulled out into the stem. 
In the meantime a smaller bulb has been blown and its extremity 
fixed to the end of the stem from which the button has been 
previously removed. The smaller bulb is severed in the midst, 
and the cap-shaped remnant adhering to the stem is reheated, 
opened by the insertion of one point of the spring-tool, and by 
rapid rotation thrown out into a disc or foot by the agency of 
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centrifugal force. In the blowing of the bowl of a wine glass 
are illustrated the expansion of plastic glass by the breath, the 
elongation of the bulb by swinging, or the expansion without 
elongation produced by raising the bulb and blowing up into 
it from below. The ductility of glass is shown by the manner 

in which the stem is extracted, and the result of rapid rotation by 
the sudden expansion of the foot. Moulds are used for several 
purposes (i) for giving to glass such forms as cannot be de- 
veloped by simple blowing; (2) for accelerating the blowing of 
ordinary vessels; and (3) for impressing on glass superficial decor-
ative patterns. 

If it be desired to blow a vessel of an oval or rectangular 
form, or so to blow it that it may exactly fit into some par- 
ticular space, a mould of the required form is prepared in cast 
iron or plaster of Paris, care being taken that it is pierced with 
a sufficient number of holes to allow the escape of the air con- 
tained between the glass and the mould. A mass of glass is then 
gathered, marvered, slightly expanded and thrust into the opening 
of the mould, the internal shape of which it is compelled to adopt 
by vigorous blowing." 	As all of us know, frequently to our 
cost, glass is a brittle, very brittle substance, and many attempts 

have been made to overcome this defect, but apparently without 
success. It may be that should we succeed in gaining the qual-
ity of toughness we should lose that brilliancy and transparency 
which makes glass so unique and valuable. Centuries ago, ac-
tive and enquiring minds searched for and were said to have dis-
covered a way of making glass malleable as well as transparent. 
But, apparently, 'the way of inventors, like that of transgressors, 
is hard. 	The old writer, previously mentioned, tells us what 
happened to two enterprising spirits who dared to soar above 
the common crowd. 

"In the time of the Emperor Tiberius, who reigned in 
the time of our Saviour, a certain person, but anonymous, an 
architect by his profession, having by an admirable piece of skill, 

set upright again in the City of Rome, a great portico that 

[leaned 
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leaned to one side, and made the foundation firm and immovable, 
Tiberius paid him and banished him from the city, forbidding 
him to return. In the meantime this person had found out the 
means to make glass malleable and came again to Rome, and 
presented one of these glasses to the Emperor, who, being angry 
with him for returning without his leave, flung the glass against 
the ground, which only bruised: that this workman, taking it up 
again, immedately mended it with a hammer upon a little anvil 
he had brought on purpose, expecting for it the Emperor's par-
don; but it happened quite contrary; for the Prince asked him 
if there were any other that knew the secret, he answering "No," 
the Emperor immediately caused his head to he cut off on the 
spot, for fear the knowledge of this secret should cone to be 
propogated to posterity, and that gold on that account should 
come to be no more valued than dirt, and consequently all other 
metals lose their esteem and value. 	In short, glass would be 
more valuable than gold, if it were malleable, by reason of its 
transparency. Our age, fruitful of great men, has had no less 

advantage in the reign of the late King Lewis the Just, than that 
of Tiberius; since we are assured that a certain learned man, 
having found out the same secret, made a present of a certain 
very fine image to Cardinal Richelieu, the then great Patron 
of Learning, which that great minister, going to take into his 
hand, the better to contemplate its composure, the gentleman 
who presented it let it fall on purpose, whereupon Richelieu 
seemed displeased; but the gentleman having taken it up again 
mended everything that had been hurt in the fall, with that art, 
that it appeared as if it had not been at all bruised, which very 
much surprised the learned minister as being not ignorant of 
the reason. But the politick reasons which it is believed he 
entertained from the consideration of the consequences of the 
secret, made him commit the author of it to prison. Thus the 
fortune he hoped to make by that important artifice ended in 

perpetual imprisonment." 
The modern inventor, although he has nothing to fear from 
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the "Politick Reasons" of Emperors or ministers, has not been 
so successful as the unfortunate individuals who foolishly put 
their trust in princes, are reputed to have been. Many have felt 
called upon to try, but none has been chosen to succeed. 

We all know that the sudden heating or cooling of a piece 
of glass is usually attended with fatal results—to the glass—the 
tension set up between the different parts is responsible for this. 
Some years ago curious looking pieces of glass of an elongated 
pear shape used to be sold in shops, one could hardly say as 
toys, but as curiosities. They were called Prince Rupert's drops 
—why thus named, I don't know—and the strange property they 
possessed was that while hard enough at the head to resist a 
severe blow, or the cut of a diamond, the whole mass crumbled 
to powder if suddenly struck at the tail. 	These "drops" were 
made by dropping a piece of molten glass, gathered from 
the crucible, on an iron rod, into boiling water. 	This idea 
formed the germ of the toughened glass which was at one time 
put on the market. 	A Frenchman, M. de la Bastie, thought, 
that if a liquid raised to a higher temperature than water were 
used, the result might be better. So liquid fat was tried and a 
certain amount of success was achieved. Vessels of very simple 
form could be hardened, but should any one part cool quicker 
than another, and this was almost inevitable, the result was 
similar to that of Prince Rupert's drops—the vessel was liable 
from a sudden blow, or perhaps from no apparent cause, to dis-
integrate suddenly and fall into a fine powder. This was hardly 
a desirable thing to happen at one's dinner table, where tricks 
of that sort are not provided for in the menu. So the toughening 
of glass remains the dream of the inventor, and a huge fortune 
awaits the successful one (or those who finance him) who can 
render glass unbreakabïe without sacrificing its other beautiful 
qualities. 

[Something 



Glass. 

OMETHING of a surprise comes upon one to read that 

glass was used for more purposes, and in some ways 

more extensively by the Romans than by ourselves. 

Although its use for windows was not general, most 

likely owing to the limitations of its manufacture—for 

it was doubtless very uneven and rough in texture—
while admitting light it probably was not very transparent, and 
gave but a poor outlook; yet for drinking vessels it was said to 
be preferred to gold and silver. For domestic purposes, for per-
sonal adornment, and for architectural decoration, it was greatly 

in request. It was also in use for pavements and as a coating 

for walls. 
In Egypt, Greece and Rome many beautiful vessels of glass 

were made, and much rare, skilful and costly work, expended on 
what seems to us too fragile and brittle a substance. The cele-
brated Barberini or Portland vase is a striking example of what 
can be done in this wonderfully adaptable material. The vase 
is of deep blue and opaque white glass, and was probably formed 
by blowing a bulb of opaque white glass on the end of a blow-
pipe. This was coated with a transparent blue glass, and this 

again with another coating of opaque white. When annealed 
the opaque white was cut away from all but the parts required 
for the figures and ornament, leaving the rich deep blue as a 

ground. 	The figures and foliage were then carved from the 
blocks of white. An imitation of the Portland vase in the posses-
sion of an English manufacturer, is said to have occupied three 
years in carving. Wedgwood, the celebrated potter, is reported 
to have said that 5000 would not be a very high remunera-
tion for a man who could carve another Portland vase. 

The most noted glass of Europe was the Venetian, which is 
remarkable for the lightness and phantasy of its forms. Made 

of materials easily fusible it was worked by the blower into all 

sorts of quaint and fantastic shapes. Having but little of the 
purity and lustre of glass made from lead, its very impurity 
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is considered rather an advantage than a defect. Another celebra-
ted glass is that made in Bohemia (I refer, of course, to table 
and ornamental glasses), which is like the Venetian in the small-
ness of its specific gravity and composition, both glasses being 
composed of the silicates of sodium, potassium, and calcium. 

There is another among the many uses of glass with which 
I am intimately associated, which I cannot, owing to the length 
to which this paper has grown, touch upon as fully as I could 
wish. I refer to the use of glass for stained and leaded windows. 
Plain glass for windows, although in use in the days of ancient 
Rome, was not much used by other nations until about the 
eleventh century. Almost simultaneously arose the art of 
painting on glass. My ancient friend, from whom I have 
previously quoted, and from whom I should like to 
have taken more, says: "The painting on glass is of such 
fine effect, as becomes the admiration of the learned in all noble 
arts, nothing can be more wonderful to the sight; besides, its con-
tinuance, and resisting all the efforts of every season, and bad-
ness of weather, for several ages, though this last excellency 
was unknown to the first practitioners, and reserved for this 
latter age, however, the honour is due to them since they made 
the first secrets and discoveries in this art, and 'tis much easier 
to improve than form a new invention. 

"If glass were malleable and discharged of its natural frangi-
bility, nothing could equal the paint theron; 'tis not to be tar-
nished but always maintains its primitive beauty and splendour, 
without any obstruction to the transition of light ; and there 
may as fine fancy he done on it as on limning, there would cer-
tainly be nothing on earth so rich or precious as glass, whether 
painted or tinged, if it had this principal perfection of malle-
ability, which many learned men have studied for, and daily 
find; but such is the corruption of this sinful, covetous age, 
that those wise seniors of this art do rather choose to pass for 
ignoramuses, than run the risque of perpetual confinement, by 

[exposing 
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exposing so fine and delicate a secret, which would incur the envy 
of the great, and this they take care wisely to avoid." 

In the rough and ready middle ages, when men's lives were 
largely spent in acquiring something to defend, or defending 
something they had acquired, the arts applied to war flourished 
at the expense of the arts applied to peace. An oasis in this 
desert of strife was formed by the Church, which turned men's 
minds and thoughts to things other than wars and rumours of 
wars. All the gentler and more aesthetic side of man's nature 
found in her service an outlet, and a relief from the clash of 
arms, and the intrigues and jealousies of rival houses. 	The 

artist craftsman—for Art and Craft had not then suffered the 
divorce, to their mutual disadvantage, which modern conditions 
have forced upon them—found a patron glad to welcome their 
choicest efforts. 

It is not difficult to imagine what would have become of 
many or most of the applied Arts had not this fostering care 
been extended to them. In the rude shock and tumult of troubled 
times little heed would have been given to work, which did not 
minister to the God of Battles. 

The Art of Painting on glass, which, until quite recently, 
was regarded as almost solely an ecclesiastical art, acquired this 
character from the use made of it by the Church, which, quick 
to see its possibilities, availed itself of its services for relig-
ious purposes. The "storied window richly dight" was a great 
factor in teaching people, who, like little children, imbibed know-
ledge largely from pictures, and by means of symbols. 

Its use was not merely to please the eye by its rare com-
bination of rich and harmonious colours, but to 'teach, in glowing 
language, the parables of Christ, the dogmas of the Church, and 
to bring before the eyes of the people the deeds, suffering, and 
glorification of saints and martyrs. 

Stained glass fulfilled its mission in this respect as no other 
Art could have done. 	It was always the most striking and 
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"BLOWING." 	 "SWINGING THE CYLINDER." 

SHOWING PROCESSES EMPLOYED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SHEET GLASS. 

VIEW OF AUSTRALIAN COASTAL SCENERY, SANDRINGHAM (NEAR MELBOURNE), 
SHOWING HOW NATURAL FORM MAY BE USED TN LEADED GLASS 

WITHOUT THE AID OF PAINT. 

(Plate I.) 
" GLASS." 

Illustrating Paper by W. MONTGOMERY. 
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" CHARITY. " 

LUNETTE IN HOSPITAL WORK. 

"MEDIEVAL HUNTING. SCENE." 

EXECUTED FOR RESIDENCE, MELBOURNE. 

(Plate IV 1 
" GLASS." 

Illustrating Paper by W. MONTGOMERY. 
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dominant object within the church, and the wandering eyes and 
thoughts of worshippers were attracted to it, to learn from its 
surface the lessons the dulled mind failed to acquire from any 
other source. 

"I lift mine eyes, and all the windows blaze 
"With forms of Saints, and holy men who died ; 
"Here martyred and hereafter glorified." 

But, as my old friend points out, stained glass was not confined 
to Churches—"Churches, Palaces, Castles and Particular Houses 
owe their chiefest ornaments as well as conveniences, to glass." 
"Notwithstanding not one in a thousand of those who have them, 
ever reflect on the admirableness of the work, which is beyond 
doubt, one of the chiefest and most perfect pieces of Art, and than 
which man can make nothing more wonderful." 

A more modern writer, Canon F leming, also bears his testi-
mony to the "Admirableness of the Work," saying: "Among the 
many beautiful art-methods which have been, and are, employed 
in the adornment of our churches, there is none that can outvie 
stained glass. The richness of colouring, and the translucent 

nature of the material so coloured, together with the prominent 
position it usually occupies, lend it a charm which few other art 
methods and materials possess. This is, however, one of those 

branches of art work which is distinctively and exclusively pro-
fessional. Here the novice may not hope to be allowed to try his 
untrained and unskilled hand, with any semblance of success. 
Let the window of New College warn him what degree of failure 
may attend the efforts of the uninitiated in the mysteries of glass 
painting." To all let Sir Joshua Reynolds himself speak: "I had 
frequently," he said "pleased myself by reflecting, after produc-
ing what I thought a brilliant effect of light and shadow on my 
canvas, how greatly that effect would be heightened by the trans-
parency which the painting on glass would be sure to produce. 
It turned out quite the reverse. That glowing mosaic of broken 
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colour which glass has the special right and gift of producing, 
only glows at the bidding of those who by special and initiatory 
study and teaching have acquired the secret of it." Then he 
goes on to say there has been both advance and deterioration, 
the first chiefly in the matter of drawing, and the second "in the 
attempt of the vulgar minded and mistaken workman who tries 
to emulate the work of the painter on a material which renders 
such emulation an impossibility—there is no less culpable and no 
less fatal mistake of the would-be beautifier of the House of God, 
who does not take the trouble to discriminate between the mere 
dealer in and producer of painted glass, and the artist who knows 
the material on and in which he has to work, and who designs 
and produces according to skilled and trained knowledge. 	If 
the would-be benefactor would employ this latter to the ex-
clusion of that former work, which belies the spirit an effect of 
the modern glass-stainer would become as extinct as the dodo." 

But the great development of stained glass as a means of 
decoration in our dwellings has taken place in recent years. 
Its adaptability to domestic decoration is becoming more and 
more recognized. 	As I have pointed out, its association with 
ecclesiastical work had made the name "stained glass" almost 
synonymous with church decoration, but, happily, its wider ap-
plication is no longer questioned, and it takes its place as one 
of the arts which minister to the beauty of our dwellings. 

In the well-planned' and ideally perfect house the whole of 
the decorations should work together to form one harmonious 
whole. Until quite recently, the important part that stained glass 
should play in the decoration of a house was overlooked, partly 
from want of knowledge of its capabilities and partly from the 
difficulty of obtaining good work. The walls, hangings, doors, 
and window frames were considered, and the relation that each 
should bear to the other in colour carefully studied, but an abrupt 
end came when the window itself was reached. This yawning 
space was filled with sheet glass (usually Belgian) to keep out 
the wind and the rain, but the feeling of being in a room with 
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a hole in the wall was not got over. The transition from colour-
ed, and perhaps decorated, walls to this great space of white light 
is too sudden. To obviate it, curtains and window hangings 
were devised, but these are only partial attempts, and do not 
adequately fill the "last void" in the decoration of the room. 
In a work called "Art in the House," Jacob von Falke says: 
"To the impression of isolated and perfect seclusion produced by 
such a room" (i.e., a room with portion of the window composed 
of stained glass) "the play of the coloured light would add quite 
a peculiarly poetical charm of its own. The gorgeous painted 
windows of mediæval times are, of course, out of the question, 
but there is another very suitable style commonly adapted in 
Italy in the 15th century of which many examples still remain, 
namely, the placing of a slightly ornamental border in light col-
oured glass around the window with a coat of arms or some 
other ornament in the centre, leaving the remaining space to be 
filled with clear, white glass." 	We have gone back, as we 
always will, no matter how far we may stray, to what is probably 
the truest method of treating glass—viz : the mosaic method. 
We strive more now for beauty of line and contour, and these 
contours we gain in the treatment of leads. We aim for deli-
cacy, almost monotony of colour, brightness, and brilliancy. 
What colour there is must not be in large masses, but should 
shine out like jewels on a white dress, or like a good deed in 
a naughty world. The modern glass tends to produce this bril-

liant jewel-like effect, but care must be taken in using these 

glasses to see that they do not nullify each other, for too much 
brilliancy and too much "dazzle" make work look common. Peo-
ple have grown weary of the snake-like sinuosity which marks, or 
did mark, some recent glass work. The tendency now is rather 
in the other direction, and may run, if carried too far, to spotti 

ness. 
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ASTLY, you are doubtless well acquainted with the 
use of the lead, from a constructional point of view. 
What is not so well understood is its great value 
in enriching the colour effect. It is not easy to 
over-rate the extent of the gain this black line adds 

to the colour. I imagine a window, a coloured window, one 
blaze of contrasting hues, brilliant, as only glass can be, with 
the light streaming through it—how the mass of conflicting and 
dazzling rays would confuse and hurt the eye if they were not 
sorted out, as it were, and given coherence and repose by the 
strong, dark lead-line. Light colours have the effect of what is 
called "spreading"; were it not for this dark line they would 
overwhelm and almost eat out the darker hues. 

It is sometimes asked—generally by people too indolent or too 
conceited to take the trouble of finding out—"What is the use of 
studying what the ancients did in the way of glass? We are mod-
erns and must work to suit our own requirements !" Quite true 
—but modern as we are, we can still learn a great deal from our 
predecessors; we are but links in a chain stretching from time 
to eternity—what the links which stretch into futurity may be, 
we cannot say, but what the links connecting us with the past 
have been we can learn, and in learning, may not only improve 
our methods, but save ourselves a great deal of useless effort, 
by knowing just what our forefathers tried, and failed, or suc-
ceeded in. Be as modern as you please, suit yourself to your 
time and environment, but you cannot avail yourself of the stores 
left by former explorers in the search for knowledge without 
knowing something of the tracks over which they travelled, the 
deserts they almost perished in, and the wells of living water 
which revived and strengthened them in their ceasless search for 
knowledge, truth and beauty. 

Use all methods—draw as well as possible, be not bound 
down by the dead hand of tradition—use the finest glass modern 
research has given—but play the game according to the rules. 
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Learn to know exactly how far you may go without breaking 
a rule, fixed, not by tradition, but by the requirements and limi- 
tations of your materials. 	Looked at merely as drawing and 
painting, some of the finest work ever seen was put into windows 
in Holland, and other parts of Europe. They were drawn by 
men who drew as few moderns seem able to draw—but, they 
didn't play the game—they didn't understand the rules, and their 
works are monuments of failure, splendid failures, but as glass 
paintings, still failures. Without a feeling for the material, a 
sense of the possibilities and the limitations of the thing we are 
working with, the finest draughtsmanship is but a stumbling 
block over which the unwary break their shins. That we may rise 
on stepping stones of our dead selves to higher things is as true 
in the aesthetic as in the moral world. 

Vote of Zbanils. 
In proposing a vote of thanks to the author the chairman 

expressed his interest and pleasure in the comprehensive and 
masterly treatment which Mr. Montgomery had exhibited in the 
preparation and delivery of his paper. He (the speaker) had but 
hazy ideas of the manufacture of glass for building purposes, for 
it was to be remembered that all the glass used in Australia had 
to be imported from the other side of the world. Probably it 
was news to most of those present that window glass and table 
glass were of vastly varying constituents. He would be glad 
to carefully read the paper when published in the Proceedings. 

J. H. Harvey (A), dealing with the difficulty of obtaining 
certain glasses, said he had found it impossible to obtain a 
piece of patent plate 1-32nd of an inch in thickness, which he 
had required for optical work. This showed how dependent we 
were for our supplies of glass from the old country. 

John Little (F), in seconding the vote, remarked that from 
the days of childhood he had been fascinated with the subject 
of glass. Glass "marbles" with their spiral streaks of colour had 

[in 
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in his early days excited his keenest curiosity, whilst broken 
windows and utensils had forcibly exhibited to him the transient 
nature of glassware. Concerning the manufacture of glass it 
was gratifying to learn that machinery had not been able to 
supersede—in this industry at least—the efforts of human hands 

and lungs. 
The vote being carried by acclamation, Mr. Montgomery re- 

sponded, and the proceedings terminated. 

j? EVIEWS OF NEW 
l 	BOOKS, ETC. 

JOURNAL OF THE R.I.B.A., VOL. XIV. Third Series, 
Third Quarterly Part, comprising Nos. II to 15 (continued). 

Style in Architectural Draughtsmanship, by Stanley D. Ad-
stread, is a paper difficult to review without reproducing the 
illustrations which accompany it. He maintains " that at no period 
did architecture depend so much for its proper realization and 
execution as at the present upon draughtsmanship. 	The time 

was when draughtsmanship held a Fosition of secondary import-
ance, but nowadays, when an exact conception complete to the 
minutest detail, has not only to be evolved, but accurately set 
down in concrete form—the draughtsmanship has become an 
accomplishment of very great importance, and requires to be of 
a very high order." He thinks the change has had a bad effect 
on architecture, because it "undoubtedly suffers through eccen-
tricities in manner and style, which unconsciously translate them- 

selves into eccentric architecture." 	Believing that architecture 

must remain dependent on draughtsmanship, he thinks the surest 
method of arriving at a more uniform and truly national style 
is to be found by adopting in our recognised educational institu- . 
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tions a uniform and 'traditional manner of drawing, such as ob- 
tains in France and America. 	i here are two methods of 
draughtsmanship, the explicit and the suggestive. The former 
requires for its exposition a clear conception of certain simple 
attributes of the subject andmechanical skill in transferring these 
to paper; the latter demands in its exposition great excellence 
and taste, and an appreciation of the abstract. He expresses 
entire disapproval of the pure outline as a means of expression—
it should only be used as working drawings. Treating of style, 
he admits that all draughtsmanship is conventional, that lines 
are necessary, and that the sooner some draughtsmen—who 
finish shade against shade, and colour against colour—realise 
this, the better. "Style" approximates to the soul—it is the 
personal note, it supplies the human interest. 	Amongst the 
names of outstanding geniuses, he p'aces, as originators of style, 
first, Piranesi, next, Canaletto, and then Turner. Amongst those 
who were inclined to be more "capricious" he instances Fran-
cesco, Gaudi for picturesque composition, then Robert Adam 
and Clerisseau, who, working together in Rome after Piranesi, 
formulated a style which had very great influence on English 
draughtsmanship of the igth century. 	Gandy, Smirke, and 
Cockerell, owe much to these men; their manner was not great, 
but their style was always refined. Augustus Pugin, Samuel 
Prout, and David Roberts were architectural painters rather 
than draughtsmen, but their work had a great influence on the 
architectural draughtsmen of their time. From among these, he 
picks out Joseph Nash and Louis Haghe, the former one of the 
most brilliant architectural draughtsmen England ever produced, 
because, for dexterity, brilliancy, and sparkle, his work has never 
been surpassed ; whilst the latter was a master of picturesque 
composition, but poor as a colourist. Among pen draughtsmen 
Vierge is easily first; among modern draughtsmen whose style 
is considered very pronounced and deserving consideration he 
names Flockart for directness, and for the absolute freedom 
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and breadth of his technique; E A. Richards for appreciation 
of subtle form, and wonderful freedom of line; Ernest George for 
picturesque composition; Sir Charles Nicholson, for tone and 
colour; and F. W. Simon for his appreciation of the refinements 
of classical architecture. Dealing with styles, he gives a list 
of three—Terrible, Picturesque, and Quaint. 	The "Terrible" 
ever seeks to inspire awe. Figures, balustrades, and doorways, 
are reduced in scale, whilst towers and domes rend the air and 
pierce the clouds. Piranesi adopted this style in excellent taste 
in the "Prison Series." In the "Picturesque" there is an effort 
to produce stage effects—oriels, ivy-clad turrets, shady portals, 
broken columns, and chimney corners, are picturesque features. 
Gaudi and Prout are masters of this style. The "Quaint" style 
gives a simple interest in oddities as gargoyles, rain water pipes, 
ridge tiles, hinges, handles, finials, and jointings. 	German 
draughtsmanship is particularly inclined to favour this style. In 
explicit work historical events and national temperament are 
responsible for the expression of some style, whilst refinement, 
best known as the French style, and strength, best recognised 
as the thick line or competition style. Mr. Phenè Spiers' work 
on drawing gives a technical description of how drawings in the 
French or Academic style are prepared. Mr. Spiers' influence 
on drawing is lengthily treated, and the author advocates the 
adoption in Engand of his style, which is at present in use in the 
Ecole des Beaux-Arts in France, and universally in America. It 
is refining in its influence, because its expression necessitates a 
capability to search into detail, and no style in explicit work is 
so rich and telling in its effect as is this style when highly 
rendered, the manner of producing effect by shadow and deflec- 
tion being capable of infinite resource. 	Concerning the thick 
line or competition style, Burges recommended it to the students 
of the Royal Academy in 1866, on the ground. that its use ob- 
viated the necessity of showing very much detail. 	His own 
opinion, however, is that thick line owes its development almost 
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entirely to the stress of competition, which has stirred draughts-
men to undertake herculean feats, and who, possibly not possess-
ing sufficient confidence in themselves to rely for success upon a 
display of grace and refinement, or possibly not having suffi-
cient confidence in their assessor to discriminate between refine-
ment and impotence, decided to captivate him with a simple dis-
play of brute force, an appeal, which he admits, has undoubtedly 
helped to ensure success in many cases. The author unreserved-
ly condemns this syle of drawing, also the flashy style with its 
patchy joints, and the style which relies for effect upon tricky 
use of a notched T square, and styles with different densities 
of ink, and freaks of broken, back and crossed lines, dots, spots 
and splashes. These at the best are pretty, but essentially poor. 
He concludes by reiterating "that a good style of architecture 
will most assuredly result from a general adoption of a refined 
manner and noble style of draughtsmanship." 

Report of Joint Committee on Reinforced Concrete. This is 

one of the most valuable contributions yet given forth as to the 
safe use of Reinforced Concrete. The prefatory remarks by Sir 
Henry Tanner (the chairman of the Committee) are of great 
value on account of the practicability of all his conclusions. 
The aim of the Committee has been the production of a good work-
ing guide, the laying down of the necessary conditions and set-
tling safe rules for the proper disposition of the parts of the 
construction, and in this there is no doubt that the Committee 
has eminently succeeded. The report of the Committee is very 
extensive and exhaustive, the methods of calculations for beams, 
columns and floors being very complete and decisive, and they 
are given in very easily applied and understandable forms. Ap-
pended to the reports are further and very valuable contributions 
on "Bach's" theory of the resistance of flat slabs by the well-
known authority, W. C. Unwin; a comparison of the results 
given by various rules for slabs by William Dunn; and three other 

[crete 
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papers of the higher research in connection with reinforced con-
crete by Messrs. Unwin and Dunn. There are further contribu-
tions on continuous beams and columns. There is no doubt that 
this is the most valuable paper upon general architectural practice 
that has yet been published on the subject of reinforced concrete. 
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